
5. Sully and Nottingham begin to talk 
honestly when they’re up in the Double 
Trunker, even sharing secrets. Did you 
expect this to happen? Do you think they 
could become friends? Sully is jealous 
of Nottingham and quite obsessed with 
proving he is the better climber. How 
does this change his relationship with  
his friends, particularly with his best 
friend Mish? 

6. Sully realises he just wants to be liked, 
and that he does like Nottingham. Why 
do you think it has taken him so long  
to realise this?

7. The book highlights the negative side  
of competition and rivalry and what can 
go wrong. What did you learn from this? 

Activity ideas
1. The book is told from Sully’s point of 

view. Write a chapter from Nottingham’s 
perspective. How do you think he felt 
when he arrived in the village and wanted 
to make friends? What were his first 
views of Sully? 

2. Each section of the book starts with the 
tree name, as named by the climbers, 
plus its popular name and the Latin or 
scientific name. What other Latin names 
of well-known trees can you find? Print 
out or draw images of different types  
of trees and label them with their  
names. Include the country they 
originate from and whether they’re 
evergreen or deciduous. 
 

Similar books to check out
In Rat by Patrice Lawrence, Al tries to get 
revenge on the person he blames for his  
mum being sent back to prison.

Brothers Nick and Kenny find themselves  
in a life-or-death situation in Lark by  
Anthony McGowan.

Life on the Crongton Estate isn’t always easy  
and in Kerb Stain Boys by Alex Wheatle, 
Briggy is faced with some tough choices.

You can also visit booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder 
to find more recommendations.

1. ‘The five of us watching below him were 
impressed. But I pretended not to be’ 
(page 9). 

  Why do you think Sully pretends to not 
care? How do you think he feels when  
he sees Nottingham is a good tree 
climber too?

2. Sully offers to help Nottingham by 
fetching his cap from the tree. When 
Nottingham asks why, he says, ‘Because 
I’m the best climber in the village’  
(page 13). 

  Do you think this is a good way to 
introduce himself to someone new?  
What impression is he giving Nottingham?

3. ‘It wasn’t boasting if all you were doing  
was telling the truth’ (page 19).

  Do you agree with this statement?

4. Sully tricks Nottingham into attempting 
to climb The Spider Trap. Should his 
friends have stopped him or warned 
Nottingham? What would you have done?

Suggested questions for discussion

The Climbers  
by Keith Gray

Tree climbing is a major rite of passage in Sully’s village and Sully is proud to be 
the best climber. It’s a title that means a lot – he doesn’t have much else, after 
all. There are five big climbing trees, each offering a different challenge, and this 
summer, Sully plans to make it to the top of the one tree no one has ever managed 
to climb. Then no one will ever question that he’s the best.

When new kid Nottingham arrives, it’s immediately clear that he’s strong competition 
for Sully, and Sully takes an immediate dislike to him. As the two boys face off against  
each other, their rivalry quickly spirals out of control. And when Sully sets Nottingham 
a challenge that goes terribly wrong, Sully is forced to question what matters most, 
and what the climbing skill known as ‘reach’ really means.

Real-life emotions and drama are at the fore of this story about friendship 
dynamics and facing change.

NB. Contains swearing.

A guide for reading groups

Beyond the book
1.  ‘Yews were also known as trees of the dead’ (page 61). Do you know why yews are 

associated with the dead? Research the history of yew trees and where they were often 
planted. Do yew trees have any other special qualities? 

2.  The Big Five trees are located in a park. Research a nearby or a well-known park, its 
history and landscape. How many different types of trees are there? When were they 
planted? How tall do you think they are?

http://booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder


4. The narrator’s mum agrees to help 
Celeste (page 48). Later she denies 
knowing anything about the girl, telling 
him to ‘forget all about this’ (page 70). 

  Why do you think she denies knowing 
anything? What do you think has 
happened to change her mind? 

5. Why are the hospital and !ndustry so 
keen to hide Celeste and her illness? 

6. How does the narrator’s relationship with 
Celeste change and develop throughout  
the book? What do they learn about  
one another? 

7. In the conclusion of the story, Celeste is 
getting better. What positive effects do 
you think this will have on the planet? 
What changes do you think will happen? 

8. What is your favourite part of the book  
and why? 

Activity ideas
1. Bryce succeeded in getting the photos 

out to the world. How do you think he did 
it? Write a chapter from Bryce’s point of 
view. Include what happened when the 
cyber detectives took his computer. 

2. Saving Celeste is set in a city run by 
!ndustry. It is crowded and cars are 
stacked vertically in towers. Shopping 
centres are sky high and they are even 
shops inside lifts. Can you imagine what 
it would be like living like this? Draw  
a picture of what the !ndustry city looks 
like. How does it differ from where you 
live? Are there any ways in which it  
is similar?

Similar books to check out
Fitz is determined to find out what has 
happened to his friend Cassie when she  
goes missing in Wrath by Marcus Sedgwick.

In Song of the River by Gill Lewis, Cari sets 
out to rally her local community to create 
environmental change after a devastating  
flood impacts their homes and livelihoods.

April embarks on a journey of discovery 
when she and her father move to the Arctic 
Circle in The Last Bear by Hannah Gold.

You can also visit booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder 
to find more recommendations.

1. ‘I had made up my mind to never fall in 
love again’ (page 8). 

  Why might the narrator have made this 
decision? Do you think it would be an 
easy or a difficult choice?

2. The narrator tells us his mother would 
‘expressly forbid me from visiting’ the  
330th floor of Tower 330 (page 39). 

  Why do you think she would have 
banned him from visiting? 

3. ‘Deep down, as I watched the helicopter 
vanishing, I knew I had entrusted 
Celeste to a mechanical bird that 
might not carry her towards a soft and 
protective nest, but towards the most 
terrifying viper’s lair’ (page 56). 

  What do you think he meant? What  
could be scary about the hospital  
and !ndustry?

Suggested questions for discussion

Saving Celeste 
by Timothée de Fombelle,  
translated by Sarah Ardizzone

Step into a future where tower blocks rise hundreds of floors up into the sky, 
where nobody goes outdoors except in their car, and society is run by a giant 
multinational corporation, !ndustry.

Earth’s natural habitats have shrunk to tiny, fenced-off polluted areas, yet no one 
seems to care. But when a teenaged girl falls ill with a mysterious disease that seems 
to be linked to the poor health of the planet, one boy is determined to save her – even 
if that means going against the all-powerful !ndustry, who will do anything to keep her 
illness hidden and maintain their stronghold on the world. 

Writing in a small, damp notebook, with just a handful of pages left and time running 
out, this boy tells his story, desperate to let the world know about Celeste. This 
beautifully formed novella, hailed as a fable for our times, uses a thought-provoking 
metaphor as a rallying cry to protect our planet.

Beyond the book
1. The mark on Celeste’s head looks like the Amazonia. Use a map or globe to find the 

location of the Amazon rainforest. Research the effects that climate change has  
on the Amazonia. 

2. The book explores the importance of saving our planet. What simple changes can you 
make that could have a positive impact on the planet? Research and make a list of five 
things you can do.

A guide for reading groups
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5. ‘Suffer now, and live the rest of my life  
as a champ’ (page 186). 

  What does Cassius mean when he 
says this? In what ways does he stay 
determined and focused? 

6. ‘Some people say the opposite  
of confidence is fear. Not me. I say  
it’s humility’ (page 237).

  Do you agree with this? Do you think 
Cassius shows humility? If so, in  
what ways? 

7. Cassius has to overcome a number of 
challenges as he works on his boxing 
skills. What stood out to you as the 
biggest challenges he faced? 

8. What have you learned most about 
Cassius Clay/Muhammad Ali? Has his 
story inspired you? If so, in what way? 

Activity ideas
1. On page 36 there’s a verse called ‘Where 

I’m from’. Write your own version of 
‘Where I’m from’ by using facts from 
your life. What memories, experiences 
and family habits are important for you 
to include? 

2. The illustrations in the book help bring 
the story to life. Pick your favourite part 
of the book that isn’t illustrated and draw 
your own illustration for that scene.

Similar books to check out
Black Brother, Black Brother by Jewell 
Parker Rhodes follows Donte as he journeys 
to become a champion fencer and take on  
a racist bully.

In Ghost by Jason Reynolds, a young teen 
finds purpose and unexpected friendships 
when he joins an elite running team.

Marcus Rashford helps every reader find 
their own unique way to be a champion  
in You Are a Champion.

You can also visit booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder 
to find more recommendations.

1. What do the ‘Signs my father painted’ 
(page 47) tell you about life and society 
in Louisville, where Cassius Clay grew up? 

2. Family and friendships were important to 
Cassius. For example, ‘…he slowed down 
so we could keep up. There was no way he 
was going to leave us behind’ (page 65). 

  In what other ways does Cassius show 
loyalty to his friends and family?  
Why is loyalty important?

3. Cassius felt the shock and loss of having 
his dream bike stolen (page 156). But 
out of that bad event, something good 
happened. What was it? 

4. ‘What’s the best way to make a dream 
come true?’ asks Lucky (page 180).

  What is your answer to this question?

Suggested questions for discussion

Becoming Muhammad Ali 
by Kwame Alexander and James  
Patterson, illustrated by Dawud Anyabwile
Before he was three-time world heavyweight boxing champion and hailed as one 
of the greatest boxers of all time, Muhammad Ali was a kid called Cassius Clay;  
a fast talker with quick feet and big dreams. 

Growing up in segregated Louisville, Kentucky, in the 1950s, Cassius’s childhood 
was filled with friends and family. Free time was spent learning card tricks, playing 
sports in the local park and watching boxing fights on a neighbour’s TV at weekends. 
But ‘whites only’ signs and guards with guns prevent Cassius from going into many 
places around town, and he experiences racism daily. Determined to escape Louisville, 
he decides boxing is the best way out, and there’s no doubt in his mind that he will 
become the greatest. 

Written mostly in verse, this insightful and inspiring retelling of Ali’s teenage years 
brilliantly reflects Ali’s unique voice. Covering themes of self-belief and determination, 
it also highlights Ali’s role in the civil rights movement.

Beyond the book
1. Cassius Clay was raised in Louisville, Kentucky, and had to deal with racism and prejudice 

on a daily basis. Research the Jim Crow laws of racial segregation that existed in Louisville 
and the southern United States, and discover more about the civil rights movement that 
Clay supported.

2. The end of the book briefly mentions how and why Cassius Clay changed his name to 
Muhammad Ali. Research the Nation of Islam. Who founded it, what are its key beliefs  
and why do you think it appealed to Cassius?

A guide for reading groups
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5. Nisha wants friends, but some people 
react badly to her arrival. Compare and 
contrast the behaviour of the women in 
Morbury with that of Jamie Harper and 
Joy. In what ways do Jamie and Joy  
help Nisha?

6. How does Nisha’s relationship with  
her grandmother change and develop 
throughout the novel. What do they  
learn about each other? 

7. Were you surprised at what the lost 
treasures turned out to be? Did you  
guess who Twig was? 

8. What did you think of the extracts from 
Nisha Barrow’s Truth? How well did they 
portray what her family went through?  
Do you think they were a good addition  
to the book?

Activity ideas
1. At the end of the book there’s a 

passenger list for the Empire Hope, which 
left Singapore in February 1942. Nisha’s 
father is on it. Write a diary entry from 
his point of view. What happened to him 
when he was left in Singapore? What was 
it like? How did he manage to get onto 
the ship? 

2. The fictional Barrow Island is located in 
Northumbria. Have a look at a map and 
research the islands you can find in that 
area. Are there any that have similarities 
to Barrow Island? What makes them 
similar or different? Draw a map of  
where you think Barrow Island could be.

Similar books to check out
In Tamarind and the Star of Ishta by 
Jasbinder Bilan, a young girl seeks to unlock 
an important family secret that has been 
kept from her.

Joseph must find courage and hope in the 
face of war and loss in When the Sky Falls  
by Phil Earle.

Boy, Everywhere by A.M. Dassu is the story 
of a contemporary refugee experience as 
Sami embarks on a dangerous journey from 
Damascus to the UK.

You can also visit booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder 
to find more recommendations.

1. Imagine what it might be like to be 
Nisha, arriving in a strange country after 
a long and difficult journey. How do you 
think Nisha felt when she first arrived at 
Barrow House? 

2. Dr Michaels thinks Amma’s illness  
is malaria (page 42). 

  Have you heard of malaria? Do you know 
what it is caused by? 

3. ‘I come to those who need me, but they 
don’t always want to see’ (page 113). 

  What do you think Twig meant by this?  
Why does Nisha need Twig?

4. How did Nisha’s experiences leaving  
Malaya affect her behaviour and actions  
in Northumbria? 

Suggested questions for discussion

Nisha’s War 
by Dan Smith

It’s 1942 and Nisha has just arrived at Barrow Island in Northumbria after fleeing the 
Japanese invasion of Singapore. It’s cold, grey and very different to her beloved 
home in Malaya. Her strict English grandmother has lots of rules and doesn’t seem 
very pleased to have Nisha there. Plus the house is full of strangeness and secrets, 
like the twisted ‘Weeping Tree’ on the clifftop and the ghostly boy only Nisha can see. 

Nisha is still traumatised by what she saw during the invasion, her mum is very sick and 
her dad is missing. The ghost promises he can help, but first Nisha must find three lost 
treasures and bring them to him before the full moon. But he cannot tell her what the 
treasures are; Nisha must find them for herself. Can Nisha find the treasures she needs 
in time, and will they somehow save her parents? 

A captivating story of hope and courage, Nisha’s War blends together themes of the 
war experience, family and the ghosts we carry with us. 

NB. Includes some scenes of war

Beyond the book
1. Images in the book count down the days to the full moon. Research the phases of the 

moon, or the lunar cycle. What phase is the lunar cycle currently in? Keep a lunar diary 
and record when the full moon is. Look out of a window at night and see if you can see 
the moon and its changing phases. 

2. The book is based on true historical events (pages 354-355). Do more research into the 
Japanese invasion of Malaya. Record some of the facts and produce a timeline of events. 

A guide for reading groups
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  How does her dad react when she asks 
who Charlie Scott is (page 73)? Who do 
you think he could be?

5. ‘It means that you don’t exist any more,’ 
says Mae (page 151).

  How does Jess feel when she realizes 
her hacking has caused her family to be 
digitally deleted, including their online 
identity and money? 

6. ‘“You call me Violet,” she pauses, “ 
but you also call me JP”’ (page 205). 

  Were you surprised to learn JP’s true 
identity? Did you think Violet’s character 
would evolve in this way?

7. What do you think it would be like to 
have your life controlled by a company 
like Global Connections? What are your 
views on the algorithm they use? 

8. What did you think of the ending of the 
book? Do you think Jess will continue 
hacking? How do you think Jess and 
Jack will do in the music competition? 
What will happen with her friendships 
with Mae and Violet? 

Activity ideas
1. The book ending doesn’t reveal much 

about what happens to Violet. How much 
trouble did she get into and will she come 
back to school? Write an extra chapter  
to conclude her story. 

2. Which technological innovation described 
in the book would you most like to 
have and why? For example, do you like 
the idea of colour-changing clothes, 
muscle-activator pads, hologram animals 
or luggage that weighs and transports 
itself? Draw pictures of the tech you’d like, 
highlighting its key features and qualities.

Similar books to check out
In The Memory Thieves by Darren Simpson, 
Cyan begins to question what is really going  
on at the Elsewhere Sanctuary after he finds  
a mysterious message on the beach. 

Cora is intrigued by the new AIs being 
developed in Show Us Who You Are by Elle 
McNicoll. But is everything as it appears  
to be?

Maggie must embark on a dangerous 
adventure when she uncovers a dark secret  
in her community in The Middler by  
Kirsty Applebaum.

You can also visit booktrust.org.uk/bookfinder 
to find more recommendations.

1. ‘Even if pets are illegal’ (page 20). 

  Why do you think pets are illegal in the 
world described in the book? 

2. After only having online lessons before, 
Jess and her classmates are now attending 
boarding school. Do you think this will be 
an easy or difficult change? What do you 
think the biggest adjustments will be  
for them? 

3. ‘In a world where everything is digital,  
we are something forbidden. Dangerous.  
We are cyber-spies. Hackers’ (page 43).

  How did you feel when you learnt that 
Jess was a hacker? 

4. ‘I stare at the oblong of slightly darker 
paint it has revealed. Neat black letters 
spell Charlie Scott. Which is strange. 
Because that’s not my dad’s name’  
(page 68). 

Suggested questions for discussion

Fake
by Ele Fountain 

Jess has grown up isolated from most other people, doing everything online – 
just like everyone else has since the scarlet fever epidemic 20 years ago that 
resulted in antibiotic resistance. Now she’s 14, she’s excited to be heading to a 
real-life boarding school, but she’s worried about leaving behind her unwell sister, 
especially as the medicine Chloe needs gets more expensive every day.

As Jess settles into school, she decides to use her hacking skills to research Chloe’s 
medicine. But hacking is a cybercrime of the highest order, and when Jess accidentally 
makes a mistake, her family pay the price. As Jess searches for a way to fix it, she 
uncovers the terrifying extent to which the tech companies are manipulating people’s 
lives. In a world that’s built around algorithms and virtual living, they have all the 
power and are determined to keep it that way… 

This pacey dystopia cleverly examines the idea of a world where digital identity  
is everything – and what could happen if you were ‘deleted’. 

Beyond the book
1. Compare and contrast the world in the book with society as we know it today. What 

similarities and what differences are there between our society and the society in Fake? 

2. Finn creates a code for Jess and Chloe to use for secret communication. Devise your 
own code and cypher to use with your friends. For example, numbers, symbols or 
pictures could represent letters or words. What message will you write? 

A guide for reading groups
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